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In this paper, we are concerned with the estimating problem of functional coefficient
regression models with generated covariates. A new local polynomial estimation is
proposed, which is based on error covariance matrix correction. It is shown that
the resulting estimators are consistent, asymptotically normal and avoid the problem
of undersmoothing. We estimate the error covariance matrix by difference based
method. Therefore, the proposed new estimation avoids calibrating the covariate
nonparametrically. Our difference based error covariancematrix estimator allows the order
of difference to tend to be infinite and is asymptotically equivalent to the residual based
estimator. In addition, we construct the simultaneous confidence bands for the underlying
coefficient functions. The finite sample performance of our procedure is investigated in a
simulation study and a real data set is analyzed to illustrate the usefulness of our procedure
as well.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Functional coefficient modeling is a useful extension of thresholding models of [31,3] by allowing the regression
coefficients to change with some covariates. Its flexibility makes it being a very important tool to explore the dynamic
pattern in many scientific areas, such as economics, finance, politics, epidemiology, medical science, ecology and so on. A
functional coefficient regression model can be written in the form
Y = αT (U)X+ ε, (1.1)
where Y is the response, X = (X1, . . . , Xp)T and U are covariates, α(·) = (α1(·), . . . , αp(·))T is a p-dimensional vector of
unknown functions, ε is the random error with E(ε) = 0, E(ε2) = σ 2, and the superscript ‘‘T ’’ denotes the transpose of a
vector or matrix. Several estimations have been developed for model (1.1) in the last decade. Examples include penalized
least squares [32,4], kernel smoothing [34,35], local polynomial approach [10,11,38,8], series approximation [16,18,19] and
so on.
In many applications, it is often the case that some of the variables themselves need to be estimated before they can be
used. For instance, in financial risk analysis the risk of a particular stock is defined as the performance of this stock price
variation to a targeted market. Since it is difficult to measure the exact performance of a market as a whole, a market index
calculated based on a portion of the stocks in that market is often used. A long list of further examples can be found in [26].
Many articles have considered the regression problem with generated covariates. See, for example, [26,12,2,17,25] for the
parametric models and [23,28,24,29,30,27,20,22,39,14] for the nonparametric and semiparametric models.
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However, except for [37] almost all studies on the functional coefficient models are limited to considerations of exactly
observed data. [37] studied the estimating problem of functional coefficient regression model (1.1) in which the linear
covariates are measured with errors and there are repeated measurements for these linear covariates or the covariance
matrix of the measure error is known. In this paper, we consider another situation where the linear covariates are
unobserved directly, there are no repeated measurements for them and the covariance matrix of the measure error is
unknown, but auxiliary information is available. Especially, we consider the situation where some components (ξ) of X
are unobserved directly, but auxiliary information is available to improve ξ. Let X = (ξT ,WT )T , where ξ is a q × 1 vector
and W is a vector of the remaining observed components. We assume that ξ is related to observed η and V through the
relationship ξ = E(η|V ). Thus, we study the following model:
Y = λT (U)ξ + θT (U)W+ ε
η = ξ(V )+ e (1.2)
where α(U) = (λT (U), θT (U))T and e is the measurement error with mean zero and unknown positive finite covariate
matrix Σe = E(eeT ). In our structure, we allow that V and (W,U)may overlap, namely some of the components of V and
(W,U)may be same.
Due to the measurement errors, the usual local polynomial estimation of the coefficient functions is not consistent.
In this paper, we propose a new local polynomial estimation, which is based on error covariance matrix correction. It is
shown that the resulting estimators are consistent, asymptotically normal and avoid the problem of undersmoothing. We
estimate the error covariance matrix by difference based method. Thus, the proposed new estimation avoids calibrating
the covariate nonparametrically. Our difference based error covariance matrix estimator allows the order of difference
tend to be infinite and is asymptotically equivalent to the residual based estimator. Our results are different from those
in [37] which studied the estimating problem of functional coefficient regression model (1.1) under the setting of the linear
covariates measured with errors and there being repeated measurements for the linear covariates or the covariance matrix
of the measure error being known. [37] just constructed the local linear estimation of the unknown coefficient functions.
We here consider higher local polynomial estimation. In addition, we also construct the simultaneous confidence bands
for the underlying coefficient functions. The simultaneous confidence bands can be used to check an estimated functional
coefficient is significantly different from zero or if the estimated functional coefficient is really varying.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a difference based estimation for the unknown covariance
Σe. In Section 3, we construct a local polynomial estimation for the unknown coefficient functions, which is based on error
covariancematrix correction. The asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators are investigated in Section 4. In Section 5
we construct the asymptotical confidence bands of the unknown coefficient functions. The performance of the proposed
methods are evaluated by simulation studies and being applied to a real data set in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Final
remarks are given in Section 8. Proofs of the main results are relegated to the Appendix. Throughout this paper, we assume
that Vi and Ui are univariate and our results can be extended to a more general situation without any difficulties.
2. Estimation ofΣe
In order to construct error covariance matrix correction type estimators of the unknown coefficient functions in model
(1.2), we need to have an estimator ofΣe first. We here propose a difference based estimating procedure forΣe, which can
avoid calibrating the covariate ξ(V ) nonparametrically. Applying difference based method to estimate the error variance
was introduced by [15]. However, our method is more general than the one of [15] since our method not only can be used
to estimate the error variance, but also can be used to estimate the correlation. More importantly, our method allows the
order of difference to tend to be infinite and the resulting estimator is asymptotically efficient.
Suppose that {Yi,Ui, Vi, ξi,Wi, ηi}ni=1 is a sample from model (1.2) and ξj(·), j = 1, 2, . . . , q have continuous second
derivative. Without loss of generality, we assume that V1 ≤ V2 ≤ · · · ≤ Vn. Then, according to model (1.2) it holds that
Di ≡
m+1
t=1
dtηi+m+1−t =
m+1
t=1
dtξ(Vi+m+1−t)+
m+1
t=1
dtei+m+1−t ≡ δi + e∗i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n−m− 1 (2.1)
where d1, d2, . . . , dm+1,m →∞ are difference sequence and satisfy
m+1
t=1
dt = 0 and
m+1
t=1
d2t = 1.
Denote Di = (Di1,Di2, . . . ,Diq)T , Dij = m+1t=1 dtηi+m+1−t,j, e∗i = (e∗i1, e∗i2, . . . , e∗iq)T , e∗ij = m+1t=1 dtei+m+1−t,j, δi =
(δi1, δi2, . . . , δiq)T , and δij = m+1t=1 dtξj(Vi+m+1−t). Due to the smoothness of ξj(·), we havem+1t=1 dtξj(Vi+m+1−t) = op(1).
Therefore, (2.1) can further be written as
Di ≈ e∗i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n−m− 1.
It is obvious that
Ee∗i = 0,
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and
Cov(e∗i ) = E(e∗i e∗Ti ) = E

m+1
t=1
dtei+m+1−t

m+1
t=1
dtei+m+1−t

T

=

m+1
t=1
d2t

Σe = Σe.
Therefore,Σe can be estimated as
Σe = 1n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
DiDTi .
In order to present the asymptotic property of Σe, we need the following assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. The random variable Vi has a bounded support V . Its density function fv(·) is Lipschitz continuous and
bounded away from 0 on its support.
Assumption 2.2. {ξj(v), j = 1, . . . , q} have a continuous second derivative.
Assumption 2.3. m →∞,m/n → 0. In addition,m+1k=1 c2k = O(m−1)where ck =m+1−kt=1 dtdt+k.
Remark 1. According to [33], one example of a sequence that satisfies Assumption 2.3 is
d1 =

m
m+ 1 , d2 = d3 = · · · = dm+1 = −

1
m2 +m .
The asymptotic result of Σe is shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1–2.3 hold and E(e2ij1e
2
ij2
) ≤ ∞. Then we have that
√
nVec(Σe − Σe) L−→ N(0,Ξ) as n →∞
where Ξ = LCov(∆)LT ,∆ = ei ⊗ ei and L is a q(q+ 1)/2× q2 matrix (see A.12.2 of [21] for the details).
From Theorem 1 we can see that Σe is asymptotically equivalent to the residual based estimator. Therefore, it is
asymptotically efficient.
3. Local polynomial estimation and its correction
If {Yi,Ui, ξi,Wi}ni=1 is known, we can apply the well-known local polynomial method proposed by [6] to estimate the
unknown coefficient functions α(·) = (λT (·), θT (·))T . The detail is as following. Suppose that the (r + 1)th derivative of
αj(.), j = 1, . . . , p exists, then we can approximate αj(Ui) locally in a small neighborhood of u by a r-order polynomial
function
αj(Ui) ≈ αj(u)+ α′j(u)(Ui − u)+
α′′j (u)(Ui − u)2
2
+ . . .+ α
(r)
j (u)(Ui − u)r
r! ≡
r
l=0
βjl(Ui − u)l, j = 1, . . . , p i = 1, . . . , n,
where βjl = α(l)j (u)/l!, α(l)j (u) = ∂ lαj(u)/∂ul. This leads to the following weighted local least squares problem: find{βjl, j = 1, . . . , p, l = 0, . . . , r} to minimize
n
i=1

Yi −
p
j=1

r
l=0
βjl(Ui − u)l

Xij
2
Kh(Ui − u), (3.1)
where Xi = (Xi1, . . . , Xip)T = (ξTi ,WTi )T , K(·) is a kernel function, h is a bandwidth and Kh(·) = K(·/h)/h. The solution to
problem (3.1) is given by
{β01(u), . . . ,β0p(u), . . . ,βr1(u), . . . ,βrp(u)}T = {(Dxu)TΩuDxu}−1(Dxu)TΩuY. (3.2)
where
Dxu =
X
T
1 (U1 − u)XT1 . . . (U1 − u)rXT1
...
...
...
...
XTn (Un − u)XTn . . . (Un − u)rXTn
 , Ωu = diag(Kh(U1 − u), . . . , Kh(Un − u))
and
Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)T .
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The estimator (3.2) is the well-known local polynomial estimator. Compared with the classic kernel estimation, the local
polynomial smoother has better properties [6,7]. For example, the local polynomial smoother reduces the bias of the
Nadaraya–Watson estimators and the variance of the [13] estimator. In addition, it adapts automatically to the boundary of
design points with no boundary modification required and is design adaptive.
However, in our case we cannot observe ξi directly and just have ηi. Due to the measurement error, if we replace ξi
by ηi simply it will result an inconsistent estimator. This means that if we want to get a consistent estimator, we need a
correction for the usual local polynomial estimator in the scenario of model (1.2). LetXi = (ηTi ,WTi )T , ς i = (eTi , 0T )Tp×1 and
H = diag(1, h, h2, . . . , hr)⊗ Ip, where Ip is the p× p identity matrix. According to Lemma 2 in the Appendix, we note that,
1
n
H−1(Dx˜u)TΩuD
x˜
uH
−1 = 1
n
n
i=1
XiXTi ⊗

1
Ui − u
h
. . .

Ui − u
h
r
Ui − u
h

Ui − u
h
2
. . .

Ui − u
h
r+1
...
...
. . .
...
Ui − u
h
r Ui − u
h
r+1
. . .

Ui − u
h
2r

Kh(Ui − u)
+ 1
n
n
i=1
Σς ⊗

1
Ui − u
h
. . .

Ui − u
h
r
Ui − u
h

Ui − u
h
2
. . .

Ui − u
h
r+1
...
...
. . .
...
Ui − u
h
r Ui − u
h
r+1
. . .

Ui − u
h
2r

Kh(Ui − u)
+Op

log n
nh
1/2
, (3.3)
where Dx˜u has the same form as D
x
u except that Xi are replaced byXi andΣς = E(ς iςTi ) = Σe 0q×(p−q)0(p−q)×q 0(p−q)×(p−q). Denote
Λ =
n
i=1
Σς ⊗

1
Ui − u
h
. . .

Ui − u
h
r
Ui − u
h

Ui − u
h
2
. . .

Ui − u
h
r+1
...
...
. . .
...
Ui − u
h
r Ui − u
h
r+1
. . .

Ui − u
h
2r

Kh(Ui − u). (3.4)
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), by modifying (3.2), we can define the following estimator for
β(u) = (β01(u), . . . , β0p(u), . . . , βr1(u), . . . , βrp(u))T
as β(u) = {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuY.
where Λ is defined as the one in (3.4) with Σς replaced by Σς , and Σς = Σe 0q×(p−q)0(p−q)×q 0(p−q)×(p−q). Let ιj,(r+1)p be the
(r + 1)p−column vector with 1 in the jth position and zeros elsewhere. We can write the estimator of αj(u) as
αˆj(u) = ιTj,(r+1)p{(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuY. (3.5)
We call α(u) = α0(u) = αˆ1(u), . . . , αˆp(u)T as the error covariance matrix correction estimator of α =
α1(u), . . . , αp(u)

T . We will investigate the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators in the next section.
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4. Asymptotic properties
In this section, wewill present the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators in the last section.We first introduce
the following assumptions.
Assumption 4.1. The randomvariableUi has a bounded supportU = [a, b]. Its density function fu(·) is Lipschitz continuous
and bounded away from 0 on its support.
Assumption 4.2. {αj(u), j = 1, . . . , p} have continuous (r + 2)th derivatives.
Assumption 4.3. The p×pmatrix E(XiXTi |Ui = u) is nonsingular for each u ∈ U. All elements of thematrices E(XiXTi |U = u)
and {E(XiXTi |Ui = u)}−1 are Lipschitz continuous.
Assumption 4.4. The kernel function K(·) is a symmetric density function, and is absolutely continuous on its support
[−1, 1]. In addition, K(1) ≠ 0.
Assumption 4.5. (εi, eTi )T is independent of (X
T
i ,Ui, Vi)T and εi is independent of ei as well. There is an s > 2 such that
E∥Xi∥2s <∞, E|εi|2s <∞, E∥ei∥2s <∞ and for some δ < 2− s−1 such that n2δ−1h →∞.
Assumption 4.6. nh2(r+1)+2 −→ 0 and nhr+1/(log n)2 −→∞ as n −→∞.
Additionally, to facilitate the notations, let
Γ (u) = E(XiXTi |Ui = u), H = diag(1, h, h2, . . . , hr)⊗ Ip
Ψ(u) = {α1(u), . . . , αp(u), α′1(u), . . . , α′p(u), . . . , α(r)1 (u), . . . , α(r)p (u)}T ,Ψ(u) = {αˆ1(u), . . . , αˆp(u), αˆ′1(u), . . . , αˆ′p(u), . . . , αˆ(r)1 (u), . . . , αˆ(r)p (u)}T ,
Sn = (Dxu)TΩuDxu = (Sn,j+l)0≤j,l≤r , Sn,j =
n
i=1
XiXTi Kh(Ui − u)(Ui − u)j,
S = (µj+l)0≤j,l≤r , S˜ = (µj+l+1)0≤j,l≤r , S∗ = (νj+l)0≤j,l≤r ,
cr = (µr+1, . . . , µ2r+1)T , c˜r = (µr+2, . . . , µ2r+2)T ,
µj =
 ∞
−∞
ujK(u)du, νj =
 ∞
−∞
ujK 2(u)du and Υ = diag

1, 1,
1
2
, . . . ,
1
r!

⊗ Ip.
Our main asymptotic results are presented in the following theorems.
Let αl(u) = (α(l)1 , . . . , α(l)p )T , l = 0, 1, . . . , r , and ι(l+1),(r+1) is a (r + 1)-column vector with 1 in the (l + 1)th position
and zeros elsewhere. Then,αl(u) = l!{eT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}β.
The following theorem gives the asymptotic conditional variance and bias ofαl(u).
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 4.1–4.6 hold. Then the asymptotic conditional variance of αl(·) is given by
Var(αl(u)|D) = (l!)2nfu(u)h1+2l {ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}{S−1S∗S−1 ⊗ Σ∗(u)}{ι(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}

1+ op

1
nh1+2l

,
whereD = (Yi, ηi,Wi,Ui, Vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Σ∗ = Γ−1(u){σ 2Γ (u)+ σ 2Σς + E(ϖ iα(Ui)αT (Ui)ϖTi |Ui = u)}Γ−1(u)
withϖ i = Σς − ς iςTi − XiςTi and
Σς = E(ς iςTi ) =

Σe 0q×(p−q)
0(p−q)×q 0(p−q)×(p−q)

.
The asymptotic conditional bias for r − l odd is given by
Bias(αl(u)|D) = l!hr+1−l
(r + 1)! Ip ⊗ {ι
T
(l+1),(r+1)S
−1cr}α(r+1)(u)+ op(hr+1−l).
Further, for r − l even the asymptotic conditional bias is
Bias(αl(u)|D) = l!hr+2−l
(r + 2)! Ip ⊗ {ι
T
(l+1),(r+1)S
−1c˜r}

α
(r+2)
j (u)+ (r + 2)α(r+1)j (u)
f
′
u(u)
fu(u)

+ op(hr+2−l).
The following theorem shows thatΨ is asymptotically normal.
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Theorem 3. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 4.1–4.6 hold. Then for r − l odd, it holds that
√
nh

{Ψ − Ψ} − hr+1
(r + 1)!Υ
−1H−1α(r+1)(u)⊗ (ΘS−1cr)+ o(hr+1)

L−→ N(0,Σ∗∗)
and for r − l even,
√
nh

{Ψ − Ψ} − hr+2
(r + 2)!Υ
−1H−1

α(r+2)(u)+ (r + 2)α(r+1)(u) f
′
u(u)
fu(u)

⊗ (ΘS−1c˜r)+ o(hr+1)

L−→ N(0,Σ∗∗)
where
Θ = diag(1, 1, 2, . . . , r!),
Σ∗∗ = 1
fu(u)
Υ−1H−1{Σ∗(u)⊗ S−1S∗S−1}H−1Υ−1
and
Σ∗ = Γ−1(u){σ 2Γ (u)+ σ 2Σς + E(ϖ iα(Ui)αT (Ui)ϖTi |Ui = u)}Γ−1(u).
The first term of Σ∗ is the asymptotic covariance of the usual local polynomial regression estimator of [1], when ξi is
observed. The two additional terms σ 2Σς + E(ϖ iα(Ui)αT (Ui)ϖTi |Ui = u) is attributed to the measurement errors. The
estimator αˆl(u) involves an unknown bandwidth h. We can use the ‘‘leave one sample out’’ method to select it.
5. Confidence bands
In this section, we will investigate how to construct the confidence bands for the unknown functional coefficients in
model (1.2). These confidence bands can be used to check an estimated functional coefficient is significantly different from
zero or if the estimated functional coefficient is really varying.
Combining Theorems 2 and 3 and, same as Theorem 1 in [11], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 4.1–4.6 hold. Then we have that
P

−2 log

h
b− a
 1
2

sup
u∈[a,b]
 αˆj(u)− αj(u)− Bias0j(u)(Var0j(u))1/2
− dv,n < x

→ exp{−2 exp{−x}}
as n → ∞, where Bias0j(u) is equal to the jth element of Bias(α0(u)|D) and Var0j(u) is equal to the (j, j)th element of
Var(α0(u)|D). In addition,
dv,n = (−2 log{h/(b− a)})1/2 + 1
(−2 log{h/(b− a)})1/2

log
K 2(1)
ν1,0π1/2
+ 1
2
log log{(b− a)/h}

.
Theorem 4 gives the distribution of themaximum discrepancy between the estimated functional coefficient and the true
coefficient. However, bias0j and var0j(u) are unknown or involve unknown parameters. We need to estimate them.
Following [7], by (3.5) and using the Taylor expansion, we have that
Bias0j(u) = ιTj,(r+1)p{(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuτ (5.1)
where τ is an n× 1 vector, with the ith element being equal to
p
j=1

α
(r+1)
j (u)
(r + 1)! (Ui − u)
r+1 + α
(r+2)
j (u)
(r + 2)! (Ui − u)
r+2

Xij. (5.2)
Moreover, for j = 1, . . . , p, by local polynomial fit of order r + 2 with an appropriate pilot bandwidth h∗(= O(n−1/(2r+5)),
which is optimal for estimating α(r+1)j (u)), we can obtain the estimators αˆ
(r+1)
j (u) and αˆ
(r+2)
j (u). This gives an estimator of
Bias0j(u) as follows:Bias0j(u) = ιTj,(r+1)p{(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuτ,
whereτ is defined as (5.2) with α(r+1)j (u) and α(r+2)j (u) replaced by αˆ(r+1)j (u) and αˆ(r+2)j (u).
According to Section 4, we have that
Var(α0(u)|D) ≈ 1nh {ιT1,(r+1) ⊗ Ip}{S−1S∗S−1 ⊗ (fu(u))−1Σ∗(u)}{ι1,(r+1) ⊗ Ip}. (5.3)
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On the right side of (5.3), except for (fu(u))−1Σ∗(u) all others are known. We here propose a consistent estimator of
(fu(u))−1Σ∗(u), which has the form (Γ (u))−1G(u)(Γ (u))−1 with
Γ (u) = 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)(XiXTi − Σς)
and
G(u) = 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u){Xi(Yi −XTiα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}{Xi(Yi −XTiα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}T .
The next theorem shows that (Γ (u))−1G(u)(Γ (u))−1 is a consistent estimator of (fu(u))−1Σ∗(u).
Theorem 5. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 4.1–4.6 hold. Then we have that
(Γ (u))−1G(u)(Γ (u))−1→p(fu(u))−1Σ∗(u)
as n →∞.
Therefore, a consistent estimator of Var0j(u) has the form
Var0j(u) = 1nh ιT1,p[{ιT1,(r+1) ⊗ Ip}{S−1S∗S−1 ⊗ (Γ (u))−1G(u)(Γ (u))−1}{ι1,(r+1) ⊗ Ip}]ι1,p. (5.4)
Combining Theorems 4 and 5, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 4.1–4.6 hold. Then we have that
P

−2 log

h
b− a
 1
2

sup
u∈[a,b]
 αˆj(u)− αj(u)−Bias0j(u)(Var0j(u))1/2
− dv,n

< x

→ exp{−2 exp{−x}}
as n →∞, where dv,n is exactly the same as that in Theorem 4.
Theorem 6 gives the following 1− α confidence band of αj(u) on [a, b]:
(αˆj(u)−Bias0j(u)±△j,α(u)),
where
△j,α(u) = (dv,n + [log 2− log{− log(1− α)}](−2 log{h/(b− a)})−1/2)(Var0j(u))1/2.
6. Simulation study
In this section, we conduct a simulation experiment to illustrate the finite sample performance of the proposedmethods.
The data are generated from the following model:
Yi = α1(Ui)ξ1i + α2(Ui)W1i + εi,
η1i = ξ1(Vi)+ e1i = ξ1i + e1i, i = 1, . . . , n,
where Ui ∼ U(0, 1), Vi ∼ U(0, 1), ξ1i = 2 sin(3.1πVi)+ 2,W1i ∼ N(2, 1),
α1(Ui) = 2 sin(πUi)2 + 1+ 0.25 cos(3πUi)2,
α2(Ui) = −U2i + 0.138− (0.136+ 10.982Ui) exp(−2.89U2i ),
εi ∼ N(0, 0.52), e1i ∼ N(0, σ 2e ). In the simulation, the sample size is 200 and 300. The number of simulated realizations is
1000. In addition, we take σ 2e = 0.25 and 0.4 for different degree of measurement error. The truncated Gaussian kernel is
used and the bandwidth is selected by the ‘‘leave one sample out’’ method.
Table 1 summarizes the finite sample performance of the difference based estimator σˆ 2e . From Table 1, we can see that
σˆ 2e works pretty well.
The estimator αˆj(·) is assessed via the Square-Root of Averaged Squared Errors (RASE):
RASE(αˆj) =

1
n
n
i=1
{αˆj(Ui)− αj(Ui)}2
1/2
.
Table 2 and Figs. 1–4 summarize the finite sample performance of the estimators of the unknown functions α1(·) and α2(·).
These estimators include the naive estimators in which ξ1i is simply replaced by η1i, the proposed estimator (P) in this paper
and the benchmark estimators which assume ξ1i is known.
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Table 1
The finite sample performance of the difference based
estimation for σ 2e .
n = 200 n = 300
σ 2e = 0.25 sm 0.2545 0.2511
std 0.0307 0.0242
σ 2e = 0.4 sm 0.4017 0.4033
std 0.0505 0.0400
Table 2
The summary of the RASE of the coefficient function estimators under different n and σ 2e .
σ 2e = 0.25 n = 200 n = 300
N P B N P B
αˆ1(·) sm(RASE) 0.2986 0.1673 0.0949 0.3040 0.1549 0.0954
std(RASE) 0.0568 0.0459 0.0178 0.0470 0.0401 0.0164
αˆ2(·) sm(RASE) 0.2844 0.1623 0.0799 0.3035 0.1481 0.0715
std(RASE) 0.0582 0.0474 0.0211 0.0532 0.0435 0.0180
σ 2e = 0.4
αˆ1(·) sm(RASE) 0.4199 0.2191 0.1081 0.4129 0.1897 0.0910
std(RASE) 0.0619 0.0654 0.0182 0.0487 0.0540 0.0143
αˆ2(·) sm(RASE) 0.4159 0.2150 0.0823 0.4013 0.1831 0.0666
std(RASE) 0.0698 0.0714 0.0224 0.0552 0.0548 0.0168
N= Naive estimator, P= Proposed estimator, B= Benchmark estimator. In addition, sm= Sample mean and std= Standard deviation.
0
Fig. 1. (a) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators for α1(u) with 1 = Naive estimator, 2 = Proposed estimator, 3 = Benchmark estimator.
(b) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators forα2(u)with 1=Naive estimator, 2= Proposed estimator, 3=Benchmark estimator. (c) Estimators
of the coefficient function α1(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and dashed curve for the naive
estimator. (d) Estimators of the coefficient function α2(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and
dashed curve for the naive estimator.
From Table 1 and Fig. 1, we can see the proposed estimator together with the benchmark estimator outperform the naive
estimator. Especially,
(1) the naive estimator are biased, and the proposed estimator together with the benchmark estimator are asymptotically
unbiased;
(2) the proposed estimator and benchmark estimator has smaller RASEs than the naive estimator. The RASEs of the proposed
estimator and benchmark estimator reduce with the increasing of the sample size. However, the RASE of the naive
estimator does not reduce with the increasing of the sample size.
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Fig. 2. (a) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators for α1(u) with 1 = Naive estimator, 2 = Proposed estimator, 3 = Benchmark estimator.
(b) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators forα2(u)with 1=Naive estimator, 2= Proposed estimator, 3=Benchmark estimator. (c) Estimators
of the coefficient function α1(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and dashed curve for the naive
estimator. (d) Estimators of the coefficient function α2(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and
dashed curve for the naive estimator.
In addition, Figs. 5 and 6 present the proposed estimator of α1(·) and α2(·) and corresponding confidence band with
n = 200 and σ 2e = 0.25 and 0.4.
7. An application
Wenow illustrate themethodology via its application to a set of stock data. This datawere also analyzed in [5]. According
to [5], in finance and security analysis, an individual stock risk is usually measured by its (standardized) regression slope
against a market index. If this slope is greater than 1, then the change in the stock price is expected to be more than that in
the index and thus the stock is considered to be more risky. The data set consists of the daily closing prices of the common
stock price of Microsoft (MSFT) during the first ten months of year 2000 and the Standard & Poor’s 100 index of this period
of time. [5] applied the following linearmodel to fit the relationship between the common stock price and the S&P100 index
yi = ξ(ti)β1 + I(i ≤ 64)β2 + I(i > 64)β3 + εi, ti = i/206, i = 1, . . . , 206,
where yi refers to the common stock closing price on the i-th day divided by the price on day one and ξ(ti) denotes the
scaled change in the S&P100 index on the ith day, the intercept parameter β2 is used for the first three months (with 64
trading days) and β3 for the remaining days. We here relax it by allowing the slope to change with the time. Especially, we
use the following functional coefficient model
yi = ξ(ti)α1(ti)+ I(i ≤ 64)α2(ti)+ I(i > 64)α3(ti)+ εi, ti = i/206, i = 1, . . . , 206.
The estimator of σe is 0.0093. The estimators ofα1(·),α2(·),α3(·) and the corresponding confidence band are shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows that we cannot reject the hypothesis α1(ti) ≡ 1. This is consistent with the result in [5]. The estimator for β1
in [5] is 1.167. With the assumption that the errors εi’s being i.i.d. they tested the hypothesis that β1 = 1 against β1 > 1
and obtained the p-value from the t-test is 0.054. In addition, Fig. 3 also shows that α2(t) ≡ 0 and α3(t) ≠ 0 in some of the
field [0, 1].
8. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have studied the estimation of functional coefficient regression models with generated covariates
and proposed a new local polynomial estimation, which was based on error covariance matrix correction. The resulting
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Fig. 3. (a) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators for α1(u) with 1 = Naive estimator, 2 = Proposed estimator, 3 = Benchmark estimator.
(b) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators forα2(u)with 1=Naive estimator, 2= Proposed estimator, 3=Benchmark estimator. (c) Estimators
of the coefficient function α1(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and dashed curve for the naive
estimator. (d) Estimators of the coefficient function α2(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and
dashed curve for the naive estimator.
estimators are consistent, asymptotically normal and avoid the problem of undersmoothing. We estimated the error
covariance matrix by difference based method. Therefore, the proposed new estimation avoided calibrating the covariate
nonparametrically. In addition, we constructed the simultaneous confidence bands for the underlying coefficient functions.
These simultaneous confidence bands can be used to check whether an estimated functional coefficient is significantly
different from zero or whether the estimated functional coefficient is really varying.
The nonparametric estimation schemes generally have a slower convergence rate than the parametric estimation
although they do not need explicit parametric specification and the resulting model is completely determined by the data
themselves. Inmanypractical situations, prior knowledge and/or exploratory studiesmayprovide us someprior information
about the shape of the unknown functions. Obviously, this kind of information can be used to guide us in the nonparametric
modeling process. See, for example, [9] for the details. How to take this kind of information into account to improve the
estimators of unknown coefficient functions in model (1.2) is still an open problem. In addition, the assumption that the
errors in model (1.2) are i.i.d. may be not true. For example, [5] found the errors in the stock data are autocorrelated and
follow an AR(1) process. When the errors are correlated, how to take the correlation into account to improve the unknown
coefficient functions of model (1.2) is another open problem.
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Appendix
In order to prove the main results we first present several lemmas. Denote cn = { log(1/h)nh }1/2 + h2.
Lemma 1. Suppose that Assumptions 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5 hold. Then, as n →∞,
sup
u∈[a,b]
1n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)

Ui − u
h
k
Xij1Xij2 − fu(u)Γj1j2(u)µk − h
∂{fu(u)Γj1j2(u)}
∂u
µk+1
 = Op(cn)
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Fig. 4. (a) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators for α1(u) with 1 = Naive estimator, 2 = Proposed estimator, 3 = Benchmark estimator.
(b) Boxplots of the 1,000 RASE values of the estimators forα2(u)with 1=Naive estimator, 2= Proposed estimator, 3=Benchmark estimator. (c) Estimators
of the coefficient function α1(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and dashed curve for the naive
estimator. (d) Estimators of the coefficient function α2(·): solid curve for the true coefficient function, dash-dotted curve for the proposed estimator, and
dashed curve for the naive estimator.
Fig. 5. The proposed estimator (solid curve) of α1(·) and α2(·) and corresponding confidence band (dash-dotted curve) with n = 200 and σ 2e = 0.25.
sup
u∈[a,b]
1n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)

Ui − u
h
k
Xijεi
 = Op

log(1/h)
nh
1/2
and
supu∈[a,b]
1n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)

Ui − u
h
k
Xijςi
 = Op

log(1/h)
nh
1/2
where j, j1, j2 = 1, . . . , p, and Γj1,j2 is the (j1, j2)th element of Γ (u).
The first result follows an argument similar to that of Lemma 7.2 of [8]. The other two results follow the first result and
an argument similar to [36].
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Fig. 6. The proposed estimator (solid curve) of α1(·) and α2(·) and corresponding confidence band (dash-dotted curve) with n = 200 and σ 2e = 0.4.
a b
c
Fig. 7. The proposed estimator (solid curve) of α1(·), α2(·), α3(·) and corresponding confidence band (dash-dotted curve).
Lemma 2. Suppose that Assumption 4.1, 4.3–4.5 hold. Then we have that
1
n
(DXu )TΩuD
X
u = fu(u)HΓ (u)⊗

1 µ1 . . . µr
µ1 µ2 . . . µr+1
...
...
. . .
...
µr µr+1 . . . µ2r
H{1+ op(1)},
and
1
n
(DXu )TΩu{XTi (Ui − u)r+1βr+1 + op(Ui − u)r+1}1≤i≤n = fu(u)hr+1HΓ (u)⊗ crβr+1 + op(hr+1),
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Proof. Combining Lemma 1 and based on the fact
1
n
(DXu )TΩuD
X
u =
1
n
H
n
i=1
XiXTi

1

Ui − u
h

. . .

Ui − u
h
r

Ui − u
h
 
Ui − u
h
2
. . .

Ui − u
h
r+1
...
...
. . .
...
Ui − u
h
r Ui − u
h
r+1
. . .

Ui − u
h
2r

HKh(Ui − u)
and each element of the above matrix is in the form of kernel regression, we have that
1
n
(DXu )TΩuD
X
u = fu(u)HE(XiXTi |Ui = u)⊗

1 µ1 . . . µr
µ1 µ2 . . . µr+1
...
...
. . .
...
µr µr+1 . . . µ2r
H{1+ op(1)}
holds uniformly in [a, b]. So the first term holds. The proof of the other term follows from Lemma 1 and an argument similar
to Lemma A.4 in [39]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. According to the definition of Σe, it holds that
Σe = 1n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
DiDTi =
1
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
(e∗i e
∗T
i + e∗i δTi + δie∗Ti + δiδTi )
= J1 + J2 + J3 + J4 say.
Since
m+1
t=1 dt = 0, we have
m+1
t=1
dtξ(Vi+m+1−t) = Op

1
n

.
Therefore, it holds that
J4 = 1n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
δiδ
T
i = Op

1
n2

.
In addition,
J2 = 1n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i δTi =
1
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1

m+1
t=1
dtei+m+1−t

m+1
t=1
dtξ(Vi+m+1−t)

T

= Op(n− 32 ).
By the same argument, we can show that
J3 = 1n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
δie
∗T
i =
1
n−m
n−m
i=1

m+1
t=1
dtξ(Vi+m+1−t)

m+1
t=1
dtei+m+1−t

T

= Op(n− 32 ).
Therefore, in order to complete the proof, we just need to show that
√
nVec

1
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i e
∗T
i − Σe

L−→ N(0,Ξ) as n →∞.
It is easy to see that
E

1
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i e
∗T
i

= 1
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
E(e∗i e
∗T
i ) = Σe.
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Further,
Cov

1√
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
Vec(e∗i e
∗T
i )

= Cov

1√
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i ⊗ e∗i

= 1
n−m− 1E(e
∗
i e
∗T
i ⊗ e∗i e∗Ti )
− 1
n−m− 1 (Ee
∗
i ⊗ e∗i )(Ee∗Ti ⊗ e∗Ti ) = ∆ say.
The ((j1 − 1)q+ j2, (j3 − 2)q+ j4)-th element of∆ is
∆(j1−1)q+j2,(j3−2)q+j4 =
1
n−m− 1E

n−m−1
i=1
e∗i,j1e
∗
i,j2
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i,j3e
∗
i,j4

− 1
n−m− 1

E
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i,j1e
∗
i,j2

E
n−m−1
i=1
e∗i,j3e
∗
i,j4

= 1
n−m− 1
n−m−1
i=1
m
s=−m

E(e∗i,j1e
∗
i,j2e
∗
i+s,j3e
∗
i+s,j4)−
1
n−m− 1E(e
∗
i,j1e
∗
i,j2)E(e
∗
i+s,j3e
∗
i+s,j4)

.
By calculation, we have that
m
s=−m
E(e∗i,j1e
∗
i,j2)E(e
∗
i+s,j3e
∗
i+s,j4) =
m
s=−m

m+1
s1=1
d2s1σ
2
ej1j2

m+1
s2=1
d2s2σ
2
ej3j4

= (2m+ 1)σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4
and
m
s=−m
E(e∗i,j1e
∗
i,j2e
∗
i+s,j3e
∗
i+s,j4) = E(e∗i,j1e∗i,j2e∗i,j3e∗i,j4)+ 2
m
s=1
E(e∗i,j1e
∗
i,j2e
∗
i+s,j3e
∗
i+s,j4)
=
m
s=0
d4sσ
4
e1j1j2j3j4 +
m
s=0

s1≠s
d2s d
2
s1σ
2
ej1j2σ
2
ej3j4 +
m
s=0

s1≠s
d2s d
2
s1σ
2
ej1j3σ
2
ej2j4 +
m
s=0

s1≠s
d2s d
2
s1σ
2
ej1j4σ
2
ej2j3
+ 2
m
k=1
m+1
s1=1
m+1
s2=1
m+1
s3=1
m+1
s4=1
ds1ds2ds3ds4E(ei+s1,j1ei+s2,j2ei+s+s3,j3ei+s+s4,j4)
= (σ 4ej1j2j3j4 − σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4 − σ 2ej1j3σ 2ej2j4 − σ 2ej1j4σ 2ej2j3)
m+1
s=1
d4s
+ (σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4 + σ 2ej1j3σ 2ej2j4 + σ 2ej1j4σ 2ej2j3)+ 2σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4
m
s=1
m+1−s
s1=1
d2s1d
2
s1+s
+ 2
m
k=1

m+1
l,s=1,l≠s+k
d2l d
2
sσ
2
ej1j2σ
2
ej3j4 + 2
m+1
l,s=1,l≠s
dldl+kdsds+kσ 4ej1j2j3j4

+ o(1)
= (σ 4ej1j2j3j4 − σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4 − σ 2ej1j3σ 2ej2j4 − σ 2ej1j4σ 2ej2j3)

m+1
s=1
d4s + 2
m
s=1
m+1−s
s1=1
d2s1d
2
s1+s

+ (σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4 + σ 2ej1j3σ 2ej2j4 + σ 2ej1j4σ 2ej2j3)
+ 2
m
k=1


m+1
s1=1
d2s1
2
σ 2ej1j2σ
2
ej3j4 + 2

m+1−k
s1=1
ds1ds1+k
2
σ 4ej1j2j3j4
+ o(1) = J1 say
where σ 4ej1j2j3j4 = E(eij1eij2eij3eij4). Since ck =
m+1−k
i=1 didi+k and
m
k=1 c
2
k = O( 1m ) asm →∞. Then we have
J1 = σ 4ej1j2j3j4 + 2mσ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4 + o(1).
Hence, combining the fact thatm →∞ andm/n → 0 as n →∞ it holds that
∆(j1−1)q+j2,(j3−2)q+j4 = (σ 4ej1j2j3j4 − σ 2ej1j2σ 2ej3j4)+ o(1).
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The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let ς = (e, 0)T , then we have Dx˜u = Dxu + Dςu andβ(u) = {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuY
= {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1
× (Dx˜u)TΩu
Dxuβ(u)+
X
T
1(U1 − u)r+1
...
XTn(Un − u)r+1
 α(r+1)(u)
(r + 1)! + op(h
r+1)+ ε

= {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1 (Dxu)TΩuε+ (Dςu)TΩuε
+ (Dx˜u)TΩuDxuβ + (Dx˜u)TΩuAuXT
α(r+1)(u)
(r + 1)! + op(h
r+1) · (Dx˜u)TΩu1n

where,
Au = diag{(U1 − u)r+1, . . . , (Un − u)r+1}, X = (X1, . . . ,Xn)T
and 1n is an n-vector with each element equal to 1.
From Theorem 1, we haveΣe = Σ+op(n−1/2). Hence,HΛH = HΛH+op(1). Use the fact that (A+o(1))−1 = A−1+o(1),
we have that
{(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1 = {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH+ op(1)}−1
= {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1 + op(1).
It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that
1
n
(Dx˜u)TΩuD
x˜
u −
1
n
HΛH = 1
n
(Dxu)TΩuD
x
u + Op

log n
nh
 1
2

, (A.1)
1
n
(Dxu)TΩuD
x
u = fu(u)HΓ (u)⊗ SH(1+ op(1)) (A.2)
and n−1(Dx˜u)TΩu1n = Op(1). Therefore, it holds that
o(hr+1) · {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩu1n = op(hr+1).
Further,
(Dx˜u)TΩuD
x
uβ(u) = {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}β(u)+ {−(Dx˜u)TΩuDςu + HΛH}β(u).
So,
β(u) = op(hr+1)+ β(u)+ {(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1 (Dxu)TΩuε+ (Dςu)TΩuε
+ {−(Dx˜u)TΩuDςu + HΛH}β(u)+ (Dx˜u)TΩuAuXT
α(r+1)(u)
(r + 1)!

.
In addition, for simplicity, we write
J1 = (Dxu)TΩuε =

n
i=1
XiεiKh(Ui − u)
...
n
i=1
XiεiKh(Ui − u)(Ui − u)r
 ,
J2 = (Dςu)TΩuε =

n
i=1
ς iεiKh(Ui − u)
...
n
i=1
ς iεiKh(Ui − u)(Ui − u)r
 ,
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and
J3 = {−(Dx˜u)TΩuDςu + HΛH}β(U)
=
n
i=1

ϖ iKh(Ui − u) ϖ i(Ui − u)Kh(Ui − u) . . . ϖ i(Ui − u)rKh(Ui − u)
ϖ i(Ui − u)Kh(Ui − u) ϖ i(Ui − u)2Kh(Ui − u) . . . ϖ i(Ui − u)r+1Kh(Ui − u)
...
...
. . .
...
ϖ i(Ui − u)rKh(Ui − u) ϖ i(Ui − u)r+1Kh(Ui − u) . . . ϖ i(Ui − u)2rKh(Ui − u)
β
where ϖ i = Σς − ς iςTi − XiςTi . It is easy to see that J1, J2 and J3 are uncorrelated random vectors made up with sums of
independent and identically distributed random variables. For J1, givenD we have that
Cov
√
nh
n
H−1J1

= Σ1 + op(1)
with
Σ1 = σ 2fu(u)Γ (u)⊗

ν0 ν1 . . . νr
ν1 ν2 . . . νr+1
...
...
. . .
...
νr νr+1 . . . ν2r
 .
By the same argument, we can show that givenD
Cov
√
nh
n
H−1J2

= Σ2 + op(1)
with
Σ2 = σ 2fu(u)E{ς1ςT1 |U1 = u} ⊗

ν0 ν1 . . . νr
ν1 ν2 . . . νr+1
...
...
. . .
...
νr νr+1 . . . ν2r
 .
For J3 we have
J3 =

n
i=1
ϖ iα(u)Kh(Ui − u)
n
i=1
ϖ iα(u)(Ui − u)Kh(Ui − u)
...
n
i=1
ϖ iα(u)(Ui − u)rKh(Ui − u)

+

r
j=1
n
i=1
ϖ i(Ui − u)jKh(Ui − u)α
(j)(u)
j!
r
j=1
n
i=1
ϖ i(Ui − u)j+1Kh(Ui − u)α
(j)(u)
j!
...
r
j=1
n
i=1
ϖ i(Ui − u)j+rKh(Ui − u)α
(j)(u)
j!

= J31 + J32, say.
Following the same lines as for J1 and J2, we have that
Cov
√
nh
n
H−1J31

= Σ3 + op(1),
givenD where
Σ3 = fu(u)E{ϖ1α(u)αT (U)ϖT1 |U1 = u} ⊗

ν0 ν1 . . . νr
ν1 ν2 . . . νr+1
...
...
. . .
...
νr νr+1 . . . ν2r
 .
By Lemma 1 it holds that
J32 = O(nh2r) · Op

log n
nh
 1
2

.
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On the other hand,
1
n
H−1(Dx˜u)TΩuAuXTα
(r+1)(u) = 1
n
H−1(Dxu)TΩuAuXTα
(r+1)(u)+ O

hr+1 +

log n
nh
 1
2

= hr+1fu(u)Γ (u)α(r+1)(u)⊗ (µr+1, µr+2, . . . , µ2r+1)T {1+ op(1)}.
Therefore, combining (A.1) and (A.2), we can see that
H{(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuAuXTα(r+1)(u) = hr+1α(r+1)(u)⊗ S−1(µr+1, µr+2, . . . , µ2r+1)T {1+ op(1)}.
As a result, it holds that
Var(β(u)|D) = 1
nf 2u (u)
H−1[Γ (u)−1 ⊗ S−1]H−1 n
h
H[Σ1 + Σ2 + Σ3]HH−1[Γ (u)−1 ⊗ S−1]H−1
= σ
2
nhfu(u)
H−1[Σ∗(u)⊗ S−1S∗S−1]H−1{1+ op(1)}
where
Σ∗ = Γ−1(u)[Γ (u)+ E(ς1ςT1 |U1 = u)+ E(ϖ1α(u)αT (u)ϖT1 |U1 = u)]Γ−1(u).
For the bias, we have that
Bias(αl(u)|D) = l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}E({(Dx˜u)TΩuDx˜u − HΛH}−1(Dx˜u)TΩuY− β(u))
= l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}E({(Dxu)TΩuDxu}−1(Dx˜u)TΩu(αT (u)X+ ε)− β(u))
= l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}{(Dxu)TΩuDxu}−1(Dxu)TΩu{XTi (Ui − u)r+1βr+1(u)+ op(Ui − u)r+1}1≤i≤n
= l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}S−1n (Dxu)TΩu{XTi (Ui − u)r+1βr+1(u)+ op(Ui − u)r+1}1≤i≤n
= l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}S−1n {cnβr+1(u)+ op(nhr+1)}
where cn = (Sn,r+1, . . . , Sn,2r+1)T and βr+1(u) = (β1(r+1)(u), β2(r+1)(u), . . . , βp(r+1)(u))T with βj(r+1)(u) = α(r+1)j (u)/(r +
1)!. Combining Lemma 2, we have
Bias(αl(u)|D) = l!hr+1
(r + 1)! Ip ⊗

ιT(l+1),(r+1)diag

1,
1
h
, . . . ,
1
hr

S−1cr

α(r+1)(u)+ op(hr+1−l).
= l!h
r+1−l
(r + 1)! Ip ⊗ {ι
T
(l+1),(r+1)S
−1cr}α(r+1)(u)+ op(hr+1−l).
The above deviation holds for any value of r − l, but when r − l is even, the (l + 1)th element of the vector S−1cr is zero.
Hence, the main term in expansion (3.2) is zero. This means that in all the expansions we derived to obtain (3.2) some extra
terms has to be taken along. Under Assumption 4.2, it is easily seen that the expansion can be extended to
Sn = nH{fu(u)Γ (u)⊗ S+ hf ′u(u)Γ (u)⊗ S˜+ Op(an)}H
where an = h2 + 1/
√
nh. Using a higher order Taylor expansion we can write the conditional bias as
l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}S−1n {βr+1(u)cn + βr+2(u)c˜n + op(nhr+2)}
where c˜n = (Sn,r+2, . . . , Sn,2r+2)T . Then, we obtain
Bias(αl(u)|D) = l!{ιT(l+1),(r+1) ⊗ Ip}H−1{fu(u)Γ (u)⊗ S+ hf ′u(u)Γ (u)⊗ S˜+ Op(an)}−1
× fu(u)hr+1{(Γ (u)⊗ cr)βr+1(u)+ (Γ (u)⊗ c˜r)βr+2(u)+ Op(an)}.
Noting that the fact
(A+ hB)−1 = A−1 − hA−1BA−1 + O(h2).
By some simple algebra, we get the following asymptotic expansion for the bias term
Bias(αl(u)|D) = l!hr+2−l
(r + 2)! Ip ⊗ {ι
T
(l+1),(r+1)S
−1c˜r}

α(r+2)(u)+ (r + 2)α(r+1)(u) f
′
u(u)
fu(u)

+ op(hr+2−l).
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. According to the proof of Theorem 2 and the multivariate central limit theorem it is easy to show that
Theorem 3 holds. We here omit the details. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Combining Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 of [11], we can show that Theorem 4 holds. We here omit the
details. 
Proof of Theorem 5. By the definition ofΓ (u), Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we have
Γ (u) = 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)(XiXTi − Σς)
= 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)(XiXTi + ς iXTi + XiςTi + ς iςTi − Σς)
= Γ (u)fu(u)+

1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)XiXTi − Γ (u)fu(u)

+

1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)(ς iXTi + XiςTi )

+

1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)(ς iςTi − Σς)

+

1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u)(Σς − Σς)→p Γ (u)fu(u)
as n →∞.
On the other hand, following the definition ofG(u) and by calculation, we have
G(u) = 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u){Xi(Yi −Xiα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}{Xi(Yi −Xiα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}T
= 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u){(Xi + ς i)(Yi − (Xi + ς i)Tα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}
× {(Xi + ς i)(Yi − (Xi + ς i)Tα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}T
= 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u){(Xi + ς i)(εi + Xτi α(Ui)− (Xi + ς i)Tα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}
× {(Xi + ς i)(εi + Xτi α(Ui)− (Xi + ς i)Tα(Ui))+ Σςα(Ui)}T .
Combining Theorems 1 and 3 we have that
G(u) = 1
n
n
i=1
Kh(Ui − u){(Xi + ς i)(εi − ς i)Tα(Ui)+ Σςα(Ui)}
× {(Xi + ς i)(εi − ς i)Tα(Ui)+ Σςα(Ui)}
→p {σ 2Γ (u)+ σ 2Σς + E(ϖ iα(Ui)αT (Ui)ϖTi |Ui = u)}fu(u)
as n →∞. The proof of Theorem 5 is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Combining Theorems 4 and 5, the proof of Theorem 6 is trivial. We here omit the details. 
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